
Perform to perfection





We are Experts 
in IT Performance 
Optimization

We are specialists in optimizing 
information systems. We develop new 
tools with the goal of giving answers to 
our client’s requests.

Crossjoin is a technology consulting 
company founded in 2009, composed by 
a specialized team and present in several 
countries.

We value our employees training. We are 
proud to provide personalized coaching 
to everyone who enters Crossjoin, 
constant training, exciting challenges and 
career development. We award effort, 
competency and merit.
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Perform 
to perfection

Performance is time... 
time is money.

MISSION
We are the favorite partner in optimization 
management systems. Our goal is to provide relevant 
information to our customers and implement actions 
to improve performance, ensuring a high degree of 
quality, competitiveness and reduced costs.

VISION
We are the leading company in the global market in 
IT Control, promoting Business alignment.

VALUES
→ Dedication
→ Persistance
→ Excelence
→ Performance

We are Crossers - with passion we learn and adapt 
quickly to what is needed to acomplish missions.

We are Joiners - we work WITH the Client/Partners, 
respecting their principles, values and processes.

We Can Do more together with Crossjoin’s 
Competence Center, giving support in any 
technological challenge we face while doing our 
consulting job at the Client’s side. Together we are 
strong and versatile.

OUR APPROACH
We provide you with the best of two worlds by 
benefiting from:

→ Team of experts with consolidated experience and
     know-how on Full IT Stack in different markets 
     and industries
→ Low investment with a scalable team
→ Full visibility report of the Competence Center and 
     Quality Audit
→ Onsite communication



EXECUTION

- Define
- Measure

- Analize
- Define Solution

- Implement
- Confirm

→ TSM/CLIENT 

ASSESSMENT

- Goal
- Gap

- Path
- Plan

→ CLIENT

CONFIRMATION

- Achievements
- Presentations (Success Criteria)

- Initiatives
- Management List

- Report

→ CLIENT

→ →

METHODOLOGY
The Crossjoin Service success is achieved through methodologies improved along the years of consulting experience 
and human resources with high technological expertize.
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Solutions

 
 
 
 
 

PERFORMANCE
We take performance 
seriously

Crossjoin is already a reference to our 
clients as experts in performance and 
quality of service. We use our skills and 
our most valuable consultants to execute 
what we call, in the IT context, stack 
optimization: Perform to Perfection. 

Our clients can focus on their core 
business while Crossjoin’s team monitors 
their processes and systems, analyzing, 
improving and controlling, in order to 
achieve the expected performance 
according to the needs and expectations of 
our clients.

⇢ QUALITY ASSURANCE

⇢ PERFORMANCE TESTING

⇢ RESPONSIVENESS:

 - INFRASTRUCTURE TUNING

 - APPLICATION TUNING

 - AVAILABILITY

⇢ RELIABILITY

COMPETENCE CENTER
We go beyond your 
expectations

Our Competence Center has a delivery 
model that can be ”nearshore” or “onsite”, 
and allows Crossjoin to offer the “right 
size” and the “right people” for future 
challenges without compromising the 
engagement, expert knowledge and the 
quality of the deliverables.

As part of Crossjoin’s success, built over 
the years, the Competence Center is a key 
change in the approach to the challenges 
of multi-technology.

With over a decade of 
worldwide experience, 

Crossjoin created a 
portfolio of IT solutions 

that are agile and 
fully versatile to our 

customers most 
demanding requests



MONITORING
We value quality insights

Crossjoin’s monitoring services are an 
extension of a typical performance mission. 
When engaging with our teams and 
experiencing the benefits of a consolidated 
methodology, our customers feel the need 
to have a way to continuously improve 
their internal systems. This is where 
Crossjoin’s Monitoring service can provide 
full support.
The benefits are extensive and one key 
factor is having a performance expert 
continuously monitoring enterprise grade 
system:

⇢ Acting upon a system failure changes 
    from a reactive to a pro-active task

⇢ Customers can act faster and reduce 
     total system downtime with preventive
     measures

⇢ Cost reduction achieved by reducing
    critical systems overall downtime

⇢ Improve efficiency by tuning your 
    system

⇢ Pro-actively analyse system and/or 
    architecture upgrades

DEVELOPMENT
We target solutions

Crossjoin’s development team is 
responsible for the design and construction 
of first-class software applications for 
our customers and internally at Crossjoin, 
including our own product: X-Viewer. We 
also review software solutions for clients 
and share solid feedback. Our Software 
Engineering team is made of engineers with 
a passion for cutting-edge technologies 
and software design that works perfectly. 
We also have a UI / UX team to help our 
solutions work as well as they look.

⇢ Software Engineering
⇢ Continuous Integration and Delivery
⇢ Agile Development 
⇢ UI / UX
⇢ Software Architecture Reviews

INFRASTRUCTURES
We like good challenges

Crossjoin has certified consultants with 
knowledge in technological solutions 
in state of the art, with extensive 
practical experience in performing 
database administration tasks (DBA), 
in addressing challenges and complying 
with requirements of our customers and 
partners.

⇢ Engineering System Service
⇢ Database diagnosis
⇢ DB Performance Tuning
⇢ Database security 
⇢ Installation, update and database
     migration 
⇢ Design and implementation of the 
    Continuity Plan of Business

X-Viewer®, a 100% “in-house” solution that gathers into a 
framework all the knowledge and methodology of our core 
services. From the business and operation processes to the 
infrastructure layer, on-premises, cloud, or hybrid, track and 
monitor every app and service with pinpoint clarity and full 
context.
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Team

Rodrigo Garcia
Delivering Executive Leader
Crossjoin Products and Services

João Modesto
CEO

Pedro Coimbra
Delivering Manager 
Crossjoin Infrastructure

Jaime Aguiar
Delivering Manager  
Crossjoin Infrastructure



Nidio Cruz
Delivering Manager 
Crossjoin Performance

Mauro Farracha
Delivering and Engagement Manager 
Crossjoin Performance

Our best asset is our consultants 
strongly motivated and aligned 
with Crossjoin’s values and 
principles. 

On the Board team, presided by João Modesto and his vice Rodrigo 
Garcia, lead a team of executive leaders: Mauro Farracha, Paulo 
Cunha, Nídio Cruz, Jaime Aguiar and Pedro Coimbra, who are 
responsible for investigating new technology trends and to define 
the vision and strategies to be implemented. 

The Technical Consultants team has a variety of specialised and 
certified elements in different technologies, most of them subject 
matter experts highly recognized by our customers. There is a 
well-defined path career which challenges every IT consultant 
to grow. We also recruit and teach the less experienced in I.T. 
matters, in our services and methodologies, in order to become a 
Crossjoin Consultant, with the support of an enthusiast mentor, his 
“buddy”, who will be guiding him to achieve aligned goals.
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Clients

We are proud of  
our clients and 

their success 
stories

 

 



AT - Portugal
Crossjoin assures the maintenance of the Oracle and SQL-Server
Database Management Systems, also improving their 
performance. Our team implements the best practices on the 
Database Management Systems and helps to execute solutions 
for Disaster & Recovery. 

 

Vodafone - UK
Vodafone UK is renewing its Digital infrastructure and 
software based on the new web standards, best practices and 
technologies. The new web site and services will be based on the 
Cloud using virtualisation and microservices taking advantage 
of what Amazon Web Services has to offer. The Vodafone Native 
Mobile app and backend need to be fast and error free to improve 
customer experience, engagement and be able to serve marketing 
campaigns without issues. Aligned with these expectations, 
Crossjoin provides performance recommendations and new design 
solutions in accordance to Vodafone Digital teams Agile and 
Scrum methodologies.

 

Telenet - Belgium
Crossjoin were challenged to optimize E2E Billing scheduler, for 
the company, in half, decreasing the elapsed time to 12 hours. 
The whole scheduler, compounded with more than 350 jobs, has a 
high level of complexity with several layers of parallelism. 
It was a must to the client, since delays in Billing chain directly 
impacting invoice delivery and maintenance windows.

Entel - Chile
Performance certification for a large CRM and BSS/OSS 
transformation project, remotely delivered by our consultants from 
the Competence Center, in Portugal (includes load and stress test 
automations).

 

Brisa
Brisa and Crossjoin jointly defined and implemented a list of user 
experience (UX) and activity metrics to monitor the overall health of 
their Customer Care infrastructure. This gave Brisa a starting point 
towards real-time performance evaluation of their key platforms 
communicated through an enterprise dashboard that was also jointly 
designed and implemented by Crossjoin and Brisa.

  

Telcos in Brussels
Remotely from Portugal, our Competence Center experts provide 
insights and concrete action plans for critical and challenged 
operations issues, regarding system performance and stabilisation 
for two large telecom operations in Brussels. Two large telecom 
operators, Proximus and Telenet, in Brussels. 

 

Outsystems
Extranet based on AWS Cloud Computing Services
Crossjoin Competence Center runs important diagnosis tools and 
produces relevant and critical action plans to address performance 
issues.
 

Reach out for a 
free health check!
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Av. das Forças Armadas Nº125 4ºD 

1600-079 - Lisbon - Portugal 
www.crossjoin.pt


